You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for AEG-ELECTROLUX
LAVATHERM 57860 W. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the AEG-ELECTROLUX LAVATHERM 57860 W in
the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's
Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@@@@@ and please pass it to any future owner of the appliance. We wish you much joy with your new appliance. @@) function 95 DELAY START
(STARTUITSTEL) 95 CHILD LOCK function 96 Starting the programme 96 Changing programme 96 Laundry unloading 97 CARE AND CLEANING 97
Cleaning fluff filter 97 Cleaning the door seal 99 Emptying the water reservoir 99 Cleaning heat exchanger 100 To clean the drum 101 Clean operating
screen and housing 101 WHAT TO DO IF . 101 MACHINE SETTINGS 103 TECHNICAL DATA HINTS FOR TEST INSTITUTES SERVICE 104 104 105
Subject to change without notice In the interest of your safety and to ensure the correct use, before installing and first using the appliance, read this user
manual carefully, including its hints and warnings. To avoid unnecessary mistakes and accidents, it is important to ensure that all people using the appliance
are thoroughly familiar with its operation and safety features. Save these instructions and make sure that they remain with the appliance if it is moved or sold,
so that everyone using it through its life will be properly informed on appliance use and safety. - Please read the instruction book before using this appliance.
It is dangerous to alter the specifications or attempt to modify this product in any way. â· This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including
children) with reduced physical and sensory conditions or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction
concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety. â· Make sure that small children and pets do not climb inside the drum.
To avoid this, please check into the drum before using. â· Any objects such as coins, safety pins, nails, screws, stones or any other hard, sharp material can
cause extensive damage and must not be placed into the machine. â· In order to avoid danger of fires caused by excessive drying, do not use appliance to dry
the following items: Cushions, quilts and the like (these items accumulate heat). â· Items such as foam rubber (latex foam), shower caps, waterproof textiles,
rubber backed articles and clothes or pillows fitted with foam rubber pads should not be dried in the tumble dryer. â· Always unplug the appliance after use,
cleaning and maintenance.
Repairs carried out by inexperienced persons may cause injury or serious malfunctioning. contact your local Service Centre. Always insist on genuine spare
parts. â· Items that have been soiled with substances such as cooking oil acetone, petrol, kerosene, spot removers, turpentine, waxes and wax removers should
be washed in hot water with an extra amount of detergent before being dried in the tumble dryer. â· Danger of explosion: Never tumble dry items that have
been in contact with inflammable solvents (petrol, methylated spirits, dry cleaning fluid and the like).
As these substances are volatile, they could cause an explosion. Only tumble dry items washed with water. @@@@@@@@Do not spray down the appliance
with jets of water. â· The final part of a tumble dryer cycle occurs without heat ( cool down cycle ) to ensure that the items are left at a temperature that
ensures that items will not be damaged. â· The tumble dryer is not to be used if industrial chemicals have been used for cleaning. â· Ensure you have good
ventilation in the installation room to avoid the back flow of gases into the room from appliances burning other fuels, including open fires. Care should be
taken when moving it. â· When unpacking the appliance, check that it is not damaged. If in doubt, do not use it and contact the Service Centre. â· All
packaging must be removed before use.
Serious damage can occur to the product and to property if this is not adhered to. Any electrical work required to install this appliance should be carried out
by a qualified electrician or competent person. â· If the machine is situated on a carpeted floor, please adjust the feet in order to allow air to circulate freely
under the appliance. â· After having installed the appliance, check that it is not pressing or standing on its electrical supply cable. It must not be used for
purposes other than those for which it was designed. â· Only wash fabrics which are designed to be machine dried. Follow the instructions on each garment
label. Clothes which are dripping wet should not be placed in the dryer. â· Garments which have been in contact with volatile petroleum products should not
be machine dried. If volatile cleaning fluids are used, care should be taken to ensure that the fluid is removed from the garment before placing in the machine.
â· Never pull the power supply cable to remove the plug from the socket; always take hold of the plug itself.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent potential negative consequences for
the environment and human health, which could otherwise be caused by inappropriate waste handling of this product. For more detailed information about
recycling of this product, please contact your local council, your household waste disposal service or the shop where you purchased the product. Fabric
softeners are not therefore needed when washing. â· Your dryer will function most economically if you: Â Always keep the ventilation slots on the base of the
dryer unobstructed; Â Use the loading volumes specified in the programme overview; Â Ensure you have good ventilation in the installation room; Â Clean
the micro-fine filter and fine strainer after each drying cycle; Â Spin the laundry well before drying.
Energy consumption depends on spinning speed set in washing machine. Higher spinning speed - lower energy consumption. The packaging materials are
environmentally friendly and can be recycled. When the unit is no longer being used: Â· Pull the plug out of the socket. This prevents children from trapping
themselves inside and endangering their lives.
It is recommended that, for your convenience, the appliance is positioned close to your washing machine. â· The tumble dryer must be installed in a clean
place, where dirt does not build up. â· Air must be able to circulate freely all round the appliance. Do not obstruct the front ventilation grille or the air intake
grilles at the back of the appliance. â· To keep vibration and noise to a minimum when the tumble dryer is in use, it should be placed on a firm, level surface.
â· Once in its permanent operating position, check that the tumble dryer is absolutely level with the aid of a spirit level. If it is not, raise or lower the feet until
it is. â· The feet must never be removed. Do not restrict the floor clearance through deep pile carpets, strips of wood or similar.
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This might cause heat built-up which would interfere with the operation of the appliance.
The appliance must therefore not be installed on floors which are not resistant to high temperatures. â· When operating the tumble dryer, the room
temperature must not be lower than +5Â°C and higher than +35Â°C, as it may affect the performance of the appliance. â· Should the appliance be moved, it
must be transported vertically. â· The appliance must not be installed behind a lockable door, a sliding door a door with a hinge on the opposite side to that of
the appliance in such a way that a full opening of the tumble dryer is restricted. Before use all parts of the transport packaging must be removed. Pull off
adhesive strips from inside appliance on top of drum. Details on mains voltage, type of current and the fuses required should be taken from the type plate. The
manufacturer declines any responsibility for damage or injury through failure to comply with the above safety precautions. @@ wARNING! The plug must be
accessible after installing the machine. @@@@ 4.
@@ 5. @@ 6. @@ 7. @@ e 8. @@ 9.
@@ 10. @@ 11. @@ 12. @@@@@@ the washing machine is at the bottom and the dryer is at the top. Read carefully the instructions supplied with the kit.
@@The waurn it to DRUM LIGHT (LICHT AAN) . the machine has been switched on. When the loading door is opened, the drum light is illuminated. Load
your laundry (do not force it in). cAUTION! Do not jam laundry in between the loading door and rubber seal. Use the programme selector to set the
programme you require. @@Delicate function is only suitable for use with loads of up to 3kg. @@This function prolongs anti-crease phase what gives 90
min. @@@@The laundry can be removed at any time during the anticrease phase. @@The LED above is off and 90 from the icon disappears .
@@@@@@@@@@@@ the child lock function locks all buttons and the programme knob. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@The drying programme is not
however affected by this (laundry protection). Once the drying cycle is complete, display shows a blinking , anti-crease icon appears on LCD. If the BUZZER
(ZOEMER) button (4) has been pressed, an acoustic signal sounds intermittently for about one minute. The drying cycles are automatically followed by an
anti-crease phase which lasts around 30 minutes. the drum rotates at intervals during this phase. This keeps the laundry loose and free of creases. The
laundry can be removed at any time during the anti-crease phase. (The laundry should be taken out towards the end of the anti-crxt section). No drum light
Abnormally elapsing time on the LCD5) Programme inactive Drying cycle to short Time to end is calculated on the basis Automatic process; this is not a
maof: type, volume and dampness of launchine fault.
Select time programme or higher drying level (e. Lower the room temperature if possible. E51 - only dryers with the LCD): Switch the dryer off and on.
@@Only use a special bulb which is designed specially for dryers. The special bulb can be obtained from your local service centre.
@@These develop too much heat and may damage the appliance! @@@@Screw cover back down. Check the correct positioning of o-ring gasket before
screwing back the door light cover. Do not operate the dryer when missing o-ring gasket on door light cover. wARNING! For safety reasons, the cover must
be screwed down tightly. If this is not done, the dryer must not be operated.
Turn the programme selector to any programme. Â diode above BUZZER (ZOEMER) button (4) starts lighting - buzzer permanently on. You can use the
BUZZER (ZOEMER) button (4) to activate or deactivate sound but the machine does not memorize your selection. 1. Turn the programme selector to any
programme. Turn the programme selector to any programme. The current setting is on the display: Â warning icon and - warning message is off Â warning
icon and - warning message is switched on Emptying water tank warning message permanent off 2) 1) Water contains, a variable quantity of limestone and
mineral salts of which quantities vary according to geographical locations thus varying its conductivity values. Relevant variations of the conductivity of the
water compared to those prefixed by the factory could slightly influence the residual humidity of the laundry at the end of the cycle. Your dryer allows you to
regulate the sensitivity of the drying sensor based on conductivity values of the water. 2) When using an external drain for the condensed water.
@@@@@@@@1) Different loading volume data may be needed in some countries as a result of different measuring methods. Energy consumption
(corrected with final humidity) during the cupboard dry cotton cycle with nominal load. â· Energy consumption (corrected with final humidity) during the
cupboard dry cotton cycle with half load. â· Final humidity (during cupboard dry cotton, iron dry cotton and cupboard dry easy care) Â· Condensation
efficiency (corrected with final humidity) during cupboard dry cotton cycle with nominal and half load All the cycles have to be checked in accordance with
EN 61121 (Tumble dryers for household use Â Methods for measuring the performance). If there are technical faults, first check if you can remedy the
problem yourself with the help of the operating instructions - see chapter What to do if. If you cannot remedy the problem on your own, get in touch with the
Customer Care Department or one of our service partners. To assist you quickly, these data are necessary: Â Model description Â Product number (PNC) Â
Serial number (S No. is on rating plate stuck to the product - to find it see chapter Product description )) Â Type of failure Â Any error messages shown by the
display. So that you have the necessary reference numbers from your appliance at hand, we recommend that you write them in here: .
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